UNDUE HONOUR?
Are we as Catholics remiss in showing
extraordinary honour to Mary? Are we
going counter to the Bible? Quite the
reverse; it is a matter of honouring the
Bible, for the Bible tells us that one of
the principle things that God desires
is that the means of his grace should
be honoured. Thus, parents are to
be honoured for they are the means
of our being given God's gift of life
(Eph 3:15, 6:1-3; 1Tim 5:8); ministers
and teachers in the Church are to be
honoured for they are the means by
which the grace of the faith is nurtured
and strengthened (Eph 3:7-9, 4:11-13;
1Tim 5:17-18; 2Tim 2:5-7); and, yes,
politicians and others in authority are
to be honoured for they are the means
by which God's grace works to create
peace and social order (Rom 13:1-4;
1Pet 2:13-17). God's grace is such that he rewards with honour those he
gives to be means of his grace. It is a principle expressed when Elizabeth
meets Mary her cousin when both are pregnant, for Elizabeth greets Mary
with a burst of great praise: 'Blessed are you among women, and blessed
is the fruit of your womb, and why is this [blessing] granted to me that the
mother of my Lord should visit me?" (Lk 1:43). In the same way that Mary's
child is most blessed among all children,
so too is Mary most blessed among all
women, and for this reason Elizabeth, her
cousin, finds it amazing that she should
be a recipient of a visit from this most
blessed woman. Of course the reason for
Mary's blessed state is grace, hence the
angel Gabriel addresses her as the ''most
favoured one" a Greek word that is based
upon the term 'cliaris' meaning grace (Lk
1:28). Mary is most favoured and she is
to be most honoured by reason that she
is most graced, for in her womb she will
carry the author and giver of grace.

The Bible often presents things by way of juxtaposition, thus in Isaiah chapter

six the prophet finds himself in the very presence of God in the cosmic
Temple; God's glory fills all and he is flanked by two awe-inspiring angels.
There the prophet is commissioned to deliver God's word to the people.
Then, in chapter seven, we are back on earth where the prophet offers the
king of Judah a sign from God which the king refuses. Nevertheless, God
gives him one; a young woman, a virgin, will conceive, and the child's name
will be Emmanuel, meaning 'God with us' (is 7:14). Of course the king pays
this sign no heed, why would he? He is concerned with proud things like
armies and empires. We know, of course, that it is a prophecy that will find
its fulfilment in Mary, but the point is this: the glorious presence of God in
heaven translates into the glorious presence of God in the womb of a humble
peasant girl who was a virgin; a woman who would bear a seed that would
itself be thought of no account by the world. With Isaiah in mind we ought to
read the Magnificat; for in her song of praise to God Mary encapsulates the
message of the prophets and thus of the whole Bible when she says: He
has put down the mighty from their thrones; and has exalted the humble' (Lk
1:52). Mary was most humble, and thus she is most exalted.

CONCLUSION
There is much more we could say on this mystery, but suffice it to say that
it is not simply a case of counting up the verses concerning Our Lady in
Scripture, but of learning to see how Scripture came to be embodied in Our
Lady by reason of her seed the Word incarnate, the Lord Jesus Christ.

Ql.)ESTIONS
1. What are some of the objections you
have heard from your non-Catholic Christian
friends or colleagues in relation to the honour
Catholics give to Our Lady? What are some of
the ways in which you could respond to these
objections?
2. What is the Biblical basis for asserting
that Our Lady is the mother of the Church?
3. What role does Our Lady play in salvation
history?
4. How does Our Lady share in her son's
sufferings? In what way is she exalted?

EXHALTED IN HER
HUMILITY
There is in the Bible a principle that we might sum up thus: the big things
of heaven find a home in the small things on earth. Things that are blessed
of God are often seen as being cursed, in the eyes of the world that is.
If not cursed, then of no importance. The proud simply cannot see what
is humble. It is a principle that often attended the prophets who had to
stand impoverished and poor against the power and wealth of nations,
who were held in contempt. Of course the best example of this was Jesus
in the Passion, but just as Mary shared in her son's sufferings so too did
she share in his humiliation, not least in the fact that being a virgin and yet
having become pregnant meant that her chastity was questioned (Mat 2:19,
see too Jn 8:41 where Jesus' enemies appear to imply that he is born of
fornication). It is fitting, then, that in the prophet Isaiah both Mary and Jesus
are prophesied of by reference to their being 'small' figures who are either
ignored or considered cursed.
In Isaiah chapter 53: 2-6 we are told of an easily overlooked child who will
grow up to be considered accursed, a man of sorrows who is despised, and
yet who will bear the sins of the people. It is back in Isaiah chapter seven that
we are first introduced to this man, and that by way of the woman in whose
womb he will be conceived.
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-THE SC PTURES
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t is article, Robert Tilley explores how the Bible, the written word of God speaks of the Mother of Jesus

Christ, the incarnate Word of God.

INTRODUCTION
It is not uncommon to hear some Christians claim that Catholics and
Orthodox get it wrong about Mary for, apart from a few passages in
Matthew, Luke, and John she really doesn't feature much in the Bible at
all. The principle being that in the Bible the importance of something is to
be judged by the amount of times it is mentioned. That is, the sacredness
of something is to be judged by how often it is obvious and seen — only
this is wrong, for often the sacredness of something can be seen in how
humble it is and thus in how much it is not seen and yet, nevertheless, it
is still incredibly important.
Think of it this way, we all need our eyes to see but in seeing we don't see
our eyes. When we look out at a spectacular view we can easily forget
what it is that allows us to see the view, namely the place on which we
stand and the eyes through which we see. Important things are often not
seen by reason that it is because of them that we can see what it is we
see. Consider the Bible; we can forget what it is that enables us to read
the Bible in the first place, namely the Church. As a consequence we pay
the Church little heed and think that the Bible is all that is needed. It's as
if the view was all that was necessary and we don't need the lookout on
which we stand.

OUR LADY AND THE INCARNATION
In a like manner when we see Jesus in the Bible we can forget what it is
that allows us to see him. We can see him and read of him in the Bible
for the simple reason that he was a real flesh and blood man; we see a
man who was and is both truly man and truly God. And when we start to
tease out the implications of this, implications that are not at first seen,
then we will begin to see other truths as well. Jesus told Philip that those
who have seen the Son have seen the Father (Jn 14:9), but this must
also mean that those who have seen the Son have seen his mother as
well. For from his mother came his flesh and blood body; and it is this
embodied Jesus that we see in the Bible.
Put it like this: disturbing though it may sound, whenever you look in the
mirror you see something of your mother and father, not only because of
nature (genetics) but nurture as well (the way in which you were brought
up). In other words, whenever someone meets you, your features
and your character imply the presence of your parents. Jesus had no

earthly father of course, but
he did have an earthly mother,
Mary, from whom he received
both his body and up-bringing.
Without Mary there would be no
incarnation and no salvation, for
as theology tells us it is through
the body of Jesus that we are
saved and brought to participate
in the life of the Holy Trinity. In
his ascension, Jesus' body was
taken up into the Godhead,
and through his body we too
are taken up; and this body,
of course, always remains the
body that was conceived and
grew in Mary's womb. Jesus
Christ always remains both
the son of God and the son of
Mary — to deny this is to deny
the incarnation and salvation. It
is also to deny the Bible, for the
Bible is the word of God about the Word of God incarnate. By implication,
then, and of necessity the word of God, the Bible, speaks also of the
Mother of the incarnate Word of God.

OUR LADY AND THE MARRIAGE
FEAST AT CANA
When we talk about teasing out the implications of the Bible we are
touching upon a very important issue concerning all great literature; an
effort is required of us to get to the fuller meaning of the book in question.
The Bible is neither a collection of bullet-points, nor is it a scientific
textbook containing graphs and diagrams. The Bible is like the soul; it is
complex and subtle, and it requires a committed engagement if we are
to plumb its depths. In order to do this we have to study the structure of
the text and not just the contents, and we do this in order to see what
the deeper meaning is to those contents. As St Paul put it, we have to
go through the veils of Scripture in order to see the fuller meaning of
Scripture (2Cor 3:12-18). And a good example of this is Mary's role in
St John's Gospel chapter two, the passage that deals with the marriage
feast at Cana.
When the party runs out of wine Mary informs her son, but Jesus replies
in a rather abrupt manner, the literal translation being something like this:
"What is there to you and to me, woman? My hour is not yet come" (Jr?
2:4). The construction is odd and unexpected, so much so that it seems
as if it were designed to get our attention. Furthermore, the implication
is that both Mary and Jesus know something is expected — but what
exactly? The sense of the passage is this: "What is it to be between you
and me, woman, given that my hour has not yet comeT The oddness of
it all is compounded by the fact that Jesus then goes on and performs
a miracle, one that inaugurates his whole mission! So what's going on?
Well, in order to answer that we need to look both at the words used and
the structure in which they occur. What does Jesus mean by his 'hour'?
Thankfully John gives us an answer: it has to do with the Cross. Thus,
Jesus says of his coming Passion, "For this purpose I have come to this
hour' (Jn 12:27, see too 16:4, 21, 32).

JESUS TOLD PHILIP THAT THOSE WHO HAVE SEEN THE SON HAVE SEEN
THE FATHER ON 14:9), BUT THIS MUST ALSO MEAN THAT THOSE WHO
.HAVE SEEN THE SON HAVE SEEN HIS MOTHER AS WELL. FOR FROM HIS
MOTHER CAME HIS FLESH AND BLOOD BODY; AND IT IS THIS EMBODIED
JESUS THAT WE SEE IN THE BIBLE.

MARY BECOMES THE MOTHER OF ALL WHO BELIEVE IN JESUS THROUGH THE
APOSTOLIC WORD, A WORD THAT BECOMES THE CORE AROUND WHICH
THE NEW TESTAMENT FORMS. THUS, MARY BECOMES THE MOTHER OF THE
CHURCH AND, THEREBY, THE MOTHER OF THE CHRISTIAN BIBLE.

AT THE FOOT OF THE CROSS- OUR
LADY AS OUR MOTHER
When the hour that is the Cross arrives it is one that is attended by a
sequence of events in which everything, especially Scripture, is fulfilled
(Jn 19:24, 28, 30, 36, 37). The sense is that the old is giving place to the
new. Jesus' mission began at Cana and comes to its completion at the
Cross, and Mary is present at both, and that in a very significant way
indeed. Back at Cana Jesus said "What is there to be between you and
I woman, my hour is not yet come?" the implication being that when his
hour had come then Jesus would have something very specific to do with
his mother, something new and unparalleled - something to do with the
new thing that came about through the Cross.
Just before Jesus dies he looks down at his mother and at the beloved
disciple (John, who, as the only apostle present, represents all the
apostles) and he says to his mother "Woman, behold your son," and then
he says to John, "Behold your mother' And we then read how "from that
hour" John took Mary into his home (Jn 19:27). Jesus uses the same
form of address - 'woman' - that he used at Cana, and he does so in order
to indicate that what was hinted at back then is now here; now he would
relate to his mother in a new way, for now he would not only relate to her
as his mother, but also as the mother of John and all the apostles, and
through the apostles she would
become the mother of those who,
as Jesus said, "would believe on
me through their word" (Jn 17:20).
Mary becomes the Mother of all
who believe in Jesus through
the apostolic word, a word that
becomes the core around which
the New Testament forms. Thus,
Mary becomes the Mother of the
Church and, thereby, the Mother of
the Christian Bible.
Of all the Gospel writers St Luke
tells us most about Mary, not
least how she carefully preserved
in her heart the things regarding
her son (Lk 2:51), which is how
Luke was able to write what he
did concerning Jesus' youth, and
how Matthew was able to write the
things he did concerning the Holy
Family. It would have also been
how John would have known about
what was said between Mary and
Jesus at Cana (which the other
Gospel writers do not record). We can only speculate how many other
things Mary passed on to the Gospel writers and to the early Church.
But here we need to return to the theme of 'implication' if we are truly to
appreciate Mary's presence in the Bible.

FROM GENESIS TO REVELATIONOUR LADY IN SALVATION HISTORY
In order to go deeper we have to know something of the order in which
the New Testament texts were written. John's Gospel is the last gospel
to be written and tradition has it that it was written possibly as late as 90
AD, perhaps even later. This means that those who read John's Gospel
would be well aware of the material concerning Mary recorded in the
earlier Gospels, so there was little if any need for John to repeat this

material. Furthermore, John's readers would also have been aware of
the doctrines that the apostle Paul wrote about in his letters; doctrines to
do with all Christians being saved by reason that they are baptised into
Jesus and, thereby, have become part of "the body of Christ" (1Cor 12:1227; Gal 3:26-9; Eph 1:22-23, 5:23-32). They would also have known about
the Eucharist, how by participating in it one participated in the body and
blood of Jesus (Mat 26:26-27; Mk 14:22-24; Lk 22:19-20; 1 Cor 11:24-25).
The readers of John's Gospel already had some decades of Christian
instruction in the faith, which instruction revolved around the teaching
that salvation and the liturgy were grounded in the Church by reason
that it was mystically identified with the literal biological body of Christ.
As Paul put it, in being identified with this body then those baptised
into the Church have become descendents of Abraham's seed and,
thereby, recipients of God's promise to Abraham (Gal 3:16-16). Here in
Galatians Paul accents the singular status of the 'seed' and, in doing
so, he intimates Genesis 3:15, a verse that both Jews and Christians
consider as containing a Messianic promise: the seed (singular) of the
woman will crush the head of the serpent's seed. There was only one
seed of Abraham, Jesus Christ, in whom all would be saved, and only
one woman from whom this seed would be born, Mary. It is important to
see that in the very first Messianic promise of salvation in the Bible the
woman is accorded a pivotal role in respect of the seed that will crush
the serpent.
Often the Bible uses frames to highlight a mystery of faith; thus just
as Genesis begins with a sequence of sevens, so too does it end in
Revelation with a sequence of sevens; and just as 'the woman' plays a
pivotal role in Genesis for the promise of salvation through the seed, so
too does she appear in Revelation, this time as giving birth to the seed.
In Revelation chapter 12:1-6 the woman is depicted as being clothed
with cosmic regalia - with the sun and moon and stars - she gives birth
to a male child who will rule all the world, a child whom the devil will
seek to destroy just as he will seek to destroy his mother (12:13). This
is something that was prophesied of by Simeon when he met the Holy
Family coming into the Temple. Simeon tells Mary that her son will be
the salvation of all but that he will be "spoken against" and, furthermore,
"a sword will pierce through your soul as well' (Lk 2:35). Here in Luke as
in Revelation Mary's sufferings are identified with those of her son's by
reason of the bond of mother and son; by reason of the bond between
the woman and her seed. It is no
surprise, then, that John records
how Mary's presence both at
Cana and at the Cross have a
special significance in the history
of salvation, for by reason of the
incarnation and the fact that the
Church is the body of Christ, she
is both Jesus' mother and our
mother. As Jesus was her seed,
so too is the Church.
It is also no surprise that Mary
is present with her sons the
apostles at the birth of the
Church (Acts 1:14), for if the
Cross was the conception of
the Church then Pentecost is its
birth proper. It is fitting that Mary
should be present at the birth of
the body of Christ the Church
for she was — needless to say —
present at the birth of Jesus.

